W
hat do we mean when we tell people that we want or intend to preserve content or an object "forever"? A couple of weeks ago, I attended the Fall Meeting of the Preservation and Archiving Special Interest Group (PASIG) in San Francisco. The group, generously sponsored by Sun Microsystems, is the brainchild of Art Pasquinelli of Sun and Michael Keller of Stanford.
First, a confession on my part. Since the University of Alberta (UA) was one of the founding members of PASIG, I had occasion to attend the first several PASIG meetings. In the beginning, there were just a handful of-perhaps fewer than ten-institutions represented. It seemed at the first couple of meetings, when the group was still finding its direction, that the content was slim, repetitious, and overly focused on Sun's own solutions in the digital preservation and archiving (DPA) arena. Since we had other attendees ably representing UA, I stayed away from the following several meetings.
Well, PASIG has grown up. The attendee list for this meeting boasted nearly two hundred persons representing more than thirty institutions. Among the attendees were many of the leading lights in DPA and the profession generally. Institutions represented included several North American and European national libraries, as well as ARLs, memory institutions, and a host of companies and consultants offering a range of DPA solutions. Yes, PASIG has arrived, and we have Art, Mike, and Sun to thank for this.
If I have one real remaining complaint about PASIG, it's that the group is still overly focused on Sun's solutions. True, other vendors such as ExLibris and VTLS attended, but their solutions don't compete; rather, they build on Sun's offerings. And while Microsoft also was in attendance for the first time, its presentation focused not so much on DPA solutions-it has none-as on a raft of interesting and useful plug-ins whose purpose is to facilitate preservation of content created in Microsoft products such as Word, Excel, PowerPoint, etc. Other large vendors of DPA solutions-think IBM, for one-remain conspicuously absent.
It's time for Sun to do the "right thing" and "open source" PASIG. If Sun wishes to continue to sponsor PASIG by lending administrative and organizational expertise, that would be great. Indeed, a leading but not controlling role in PASIG would be entirely consistent with the company's new focus on support of open-source efforts such as mySQL, OpenOffice, and OpenSolaris.
So, what about the title of this editorial? When we talk of digital preservation, just how long are we thinking of preserving an object? Ask any twenty specialists in DPA, and chances are that you'll get at least ten different answers. For some, the timeframe can be as short as five to twenty years. For others, it's fifty or perhaps one hundred years. At PASIG, at least one presenter described an organizational business model that envisions preserving content for five hundred years. And there are even some in our profession who glibly use what one might call "the DPA F-word," although fortunately none of them seemed to be in attendance at this fall's PASIG What does this mean in a very practical, nuts-and-bolts IT sense? Chris Wood of Sun gave a presentation at the 2008 PASIG Spring Meeting in which he estimated that the cost to supply power and cooling alone to maintain a petabyte (1,000 TB) of disk-based digital content for a mere ten years would easily exceed $1 million. 1 Refining his figures downward somewhat, Wood noted a few months later at the following PASIG meeting that for a 1 TB drive, the fiveyear estimated power and cooling for 2008-12 could be estimated at approximately $320, or $640,000 per petabyte over ten years, still a considerable sum. 2 Add to this the costs of migration-consider that a modern spinning disk is generally thought to have a useful lifespan of about five years, and tape may have two or three decades-and the need regular integrity-checking of digital content for "bit-rot," and you have the stuff of a sustainability nightmare. These challenges don't even include the messy question of preservating an object so that it is usable in a century or five. While we probably will be able to read Word and Excel files for the foreseeable future, there are already countless files created with nowdefunct PC applications of the 1980s and 1990s; many are stored on all kinds of obsolete media and today are skating on the edge of inaccessibility.
Already we are seeing concern expressed at institutions with significant digital library and digitization commitments that curating, migrating, and ensuring the integrity and usability of growing petabytes of content over centuries may be unsustainable in both dollars and staff.
3 Can we even imagine the possible maintenance burden for our descendants, say, 250 or 500 years from now?
In 2006, Alexander Stille observed that "one of the great ironies of the information age is that, while the late twentieth century will undoubtedly have recorded more data than any other period in history, it will also almost certainly have lost more information than any previous era." 4 How are we to deal with this? Can we meaningfully plan for the preservation of digital content over centuries given our poor track record over just the past few decades?
Perhaps we're thinking too big when we speak of "forever." Maybe we need to begin by conceptualizing and implementing on a more manageable scale. Or, to adopt a phrase that seemed to become the informal mantra of Also, in the same article, we provided a URL to a Flash tutorial titled "How to Order an Article that ASU Does Not Own." Ms. Carlson has recently advised us that the tutorial in question is no longer available.
